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(Communicated by Andrew Bruckner)

Abstract. Sufficient conditions for Hardy inequalities in a domain are stud-

ied together with related imbedding inequalities. The weights are nonnegative

monotone functions of the distance to the boundary, and the domains are a

generalization of C°•■* domains, obtained by replacing the power function in

the definition with a general nondecreasing one.

Introduction

We treat Hardy inequalities and imbeddings for weighted Sobolev space in

domains ÍÍ in R*, which are generalizations of C°>x domains. We use a gen-

eral nondecreasing function instead of the power function in the corresponding
definition of C°>x domains. Furthermore also unbounded domains are con-

sidered. The weight functions v and w (below) are monotone nonnegative

functions of daa(x), which denotes the distance to the boundary. The prob-

lem is to describe the possible ¡Q, v , and w . We give sufficient conditions. The

constants A used in connection with (1), (2), and (3) below are independent
of u.

First we describe one of the Hardy inequalities. (The other is a variation.)
Let u be absolutely continuous along almost all lines, and let u\dSi = 0. The
inequality considered is

(i) INIlocíí,,,) ̂AWVuW^a.w),

where LP(£l, w) is defined as the ZAspace on Yl with weight w , etc.

Next the Sobolev space Wx'"(Çl, w) is defined as the space of functions u

on Í2 such that the weak gradient is in LP(Yl,' w) and with the norm

II "II W> .P(iî, w) - l|VM||LP(njU») + ||w||¿í(£í,iu)

finite. The inequality

IMIl^n,«) *A ̂llulllFi.P(Q,K;)

is equivalent to the fact that the identity map gives a continuous imbedding of
Wx'piYl, w) into LPiYl, v). This is written

(2) Wx>PiQ,w)^LpiYl,v).
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Let W0l'p(Yl, w) denote the closure of C0x>(Yl), the set of functions with

compact support in Yl and which are infinitely many times differentiable on

Yl, in the norm || \\wi.p(a,w)-

If (1) holds then

(3) w0x>pia,w)^L'>(n,v),

analogous to (2), follows trivially. But (3) can also be proved without making

use of (1).
Our result is Theorem 8, and the proof makes use of a method, which is a

development of the method used by Necas in [12] and Kufner in [8]. The idea is

to reduce the problem to a one-dimensional one and then apply what is known

about the one-dimensional Hardy inequality. We use a theorem by Tomaselli

in [15] that gives a necessary and sufficient condition on the weights for this

inequality to hold. See also Muckenhaupt [11], Maz'ja [10, 1.3], Bradley [2],
and Stredulinsky [14, 1.2.9].

Next we discuss the previous related results. The book [10], by Maz'ja con-

tains numerous necessary and sufficient results that either have the inequalities
(1) or (3) as special cases or as variations. We pick the following as being of
special relevance: 2.1.1, 2.1.3, 2.3.2-2.3.3, and 2.3.7. A general problem with
these theorems however, is, that it seems to be very difficult to check the re-

spective necessary and sufficient conditions except for simple cases. Here 2.1.1

contains a simpler condition, which might be possible to check in more general

cases. Stredulinsky has in [14, 2.2.41] given a result similar to that of Maz'ja
[10, 2.3.3], with an easier proof, based on a different idea by Maz'ja.

Kadlec and Kufner proved in [7] that (1) holds for a bounded Lipschitz

domain, with weights v = dda(x)~p+â and w = dda(x)s, for S < p - 1.

Actually the results are formulated for arbitrary order of the Sobolev space.

The order one formulation is a special case of our main theorem.
In [8] Kufner has proved four theorems relevant to the discussion.

The theorems 8.2 and 8.4 hold for C°'x domains. The weights considered are

daa(x) to various powers. If we restrict the weights in our theorem to powers

of dda(x) and study C0A domains, then the results agree, except that when

A. Kufner gets a result of type (3) we can have a slightly stronger result of type

(1) if the domain satisfies some mild condition. The theorems 12.7 and 12.9

concern bounded Lipschitz domains and weights that are monotone functions

of ddci(x). The results are less general than ours for Lipschitz domains, since

they do not use a necessary and sufficient condition for the weights of the one-

dimensional Hardy inequality.

The inequality (1) has been generalizerd by Opic and Kufner (see [13]) to a

situation with different weight functions for the different partial derivatives of

order one.
T. Horiuchi (see [6, Theorem 3]) has proved the imbedding (2) for weight

functions, which are powers of dgçi(x), and for domains that have a Lipschitz

manifold of arbitrary dimension as boundary. Thus the domains differ from

those treated here, except for the Lipschitz domains. Furthermore, he allows

for an imbedding into a weighted ¿''-space with q >p.

After this paper was completed our attention was brought to three consecu-

tive papers by Gurka and Opic [3-5], which give many results on imbeddings

and compact imbeddings in weighted Sobolev space.   The results of Kufner
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mentioned above (Theorems 8.2 and 8.4) are generalized to the corresponding

cases with q ^ p and p > 1. The theorem most relevant to the present paper is

Theorem 6.1, which is a complicated sufficient condition for imbeddings of type
(2). It seems to be involved to compare this with the corresponding situation

in Theorem 8.
We treat (1) in [16], with weights v = daçi(x)s~p and w = dda(x)s, for

Ô < so, where so is some positive constant. Also higher-order gradients are

considered. The condition on Yl for (1) to hold is that a certain capacity of the

complement, defined locally at the boundary, should be bounded from below.

An example is the planar case. It is then sufficient that Yl is simply connected.

This shows that the main theorem of the present article does not give a necessary

condition for (1).
The preliminary manuscript [17] contains [16] as a special case and also

related material and questions.
For further references on the subject of the present paper and on applications

to partial differential equations we refer to Kufner [8], Kufner and Sandig [9],

Maz'ja [10], Horiuchi [6], and Avantaggiati [1].
Let A in the following denote a positive constant, which may change even

within the same string of inequalities. Let ~ denote that the quotients be-
tween LHS and RHS is bounded from above and below by positive constants.

Furthermore > denotes that either the LHS ~ RHS or LHS > RHS, etc.

Results

We need some definitions in order to be able to state the main theorem.

To begin, we define local coordinates in a general setting, i.e., also unbounded

regions are allowed. The coordinate systems are orthogonal, and the cylinders

that will be used are rotation symmetrical. (More general cylinders are possible.)

1. Definition. An open set Yl in RN is said to admit local coordinates if the

following set of conditions are satisfied:

(i) There is a countable set of open cylinders {C¡} in R^ . To every cylinder

d there is associated a coordinate system {e¡„}%=x such that the axis eiN has
the same direction as the axis for C,.

(ii) There exist continuous functions a,(x,'), where x = (x|, x¡n) e C¡

and x\ = (x,i, xi2, ... , x;(Ar_i)), and constants {M¡} (0 < M¡ < oo), with

inf, Af, > 0. The following properties hold. Denote the set {x: x¡n = a,(x,'),
x e C¡} by /,, and denote the subset of C,, formed by the union of all trans-

lates of J,formed by /, + se¡N, where for every s, 0 < s < M,■■, by F¡. Then

J¡ = d£l n F i and F, c Q.
(iii) There is a finite constant T > 0 such that if x e Yl and daçi(x) < T

then x e F¡ for some i.

For domains that admits local coordinates we denote sup, M¡ with M.

2. Notation. Suppose that an open set in R^, Q, admits local coordinates.

Then we denote the set IJ, Ft with ß# and f°r a constant S write fl^ for

{x e Q: ddnix) < S}.

3. Definition. An open set Q in R^ is said to admit local coordinates of the

uniform type if Q admits local coordinates such that:
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(i) For x e Fi it is true that djt(x) ~ dda(x), where djt(x) is the distance
between x and 7,.

(ii) The sets {F¡} cover Yl^ locally finitely, i.e., there is a number K > 0,
such that any intersection of K + 1 of these sets is empty.

Next we give a generalization of C°'x domains.

4. Definition. Let / > 0 be a nondecreasing function on the nonnegative half

axis such that lim,_o/(0 = 0. An open set Q in R^ is of class C0'^ if it
admits local coordinates of the uniform type and the a,(x-) (see Definition 1)
obey a Hölder-like condition as follows:

Here C, is as in Definition 1.

If f(t) = C-tx, where C is a constant and 0 < X < 1, we say that Yl is of

class C0A.

5. Definition. Given a coordinate system {e¡„}^ and given a real function

k(x¡) defined for x e C,, where C, is a cylinder with axis em, denote the

distance from the point (x\, kix\) + t • eiN) to the graph of k with ¿(x-, /).

6. Definition. Given a function / as in Definition 4 and given a coordinate

system {e„}^=1, define /(*') = /(|x'|).

7. Definition. Let p be a nonnegative monotone function on the positive

halfaxis. Let / be as in Definition 4. Define h/pit) = /(0, t) if p is
nonincreasing and hftPit) = t if p is nondecreasing.   Furthermore, define

HftP(t) = f(0, t) if p is nondecreasing and HftPit) = t if p is nonincreas-
ing. (There will be no ambiguity with p constant.)

Denote p/ip - 1) with p'.

8. Theorem. Let Yl be an open set in RN of class C0-^. Let 1 <p, and let <p

and O be monotone functions on the positive halfaxis, with <f>>0 and O > 0.

Assume that A • <f>it) > 4>i\t) and O(r) < A • <P( jt), for some constants A .

First, let u be absolutely continuous on almost all lines in any direction, and
let u\9a = 0 for almost all these lines. Assume that

( fM \1/P / f \i/p'
(4) sup      /    <t>(hf^)dt) mHf^))-p'lpdt)      <oo

0<í<AÍ \Js j WO /

holds. Then

(i) !   \u\ptt>(ddÇÏ(x))dx<C [   \Vu\pd}(ddiï(x))dx.
Ja* Ja,

Second, let u be absolutely continuous on almost all lines in any direction,

and let u\qc = 0 for almost all these lines. Let Yl be bounded. Assume that

infxeilQ>(ddci(x)) > 0, supjgciyr^, </)(ddSÏ(x)) < oo, and (4) holds. Then

(ii) / \u\pcl>(dda(x))dx < C I \Vu\p<b(daa(x))dx.
Ja Ja
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iThe constants denoted C are independent of u)

Third, assume that there is a constant A such that (p(dda(x)) < A-®(dda(x))

for x e Yl\Yljt and that (4) holds. Then

(iii) Wx'p(il, ®(d9a(x))) ^ Lp(Çl, <f>(ddíl(x))).

Fourth, assume that there is a constant A such that 4>(dda(x)) < A'<S>(ddc¡(x))

for x e n\Q^- and that

Ors \ l/P / fM \ xlp'
]  <l>(hfA)dt)        /   (<l>(Hf,*))->'"dt\      <™
0 / \Js )

holds. Then

(iv) Wx<p(Yl, Q(dda(x))) ^ Lp(Yl, <p(dm(x))).

Proof, (i) The set F¡ is the disjoint union of line segments parallel to em,

each of length M¡. If L is such a line segment, we say that L is associated

to F¡. Assume that we have proved the corresponding inequality for every L

associated to F, and for every i, i.e., we have that

(6) j \u\p4>(dj,(x))dt <Aj\Du\pO(djAx))dt

for some constant A independent of L, u, and i. Here Du denotes the

derivative of u along the line segment L.
By the Tonelli theorem and the finite intersection property of the local coor-

dinates we have that

r «—.   /" ra(x[)+Mi

/    \u\P<Kd0a(x))dx~y\l / \u\ptf>(d9a(x))dxmdx'i.
Ja* i   J{x¡ :  xeC¡} Ja(x¡)

Since A • (pit) > <¡>i\t), we have that A - <f>it) > <f>i^t).  By this and the
conditions on Í2 we have that the RHS is less than or equivalent to

/» ,a(x',)+Mi

£/ / \u\><KdJi(x))dxiNdx'i.
;   J{x[ :  x€C,} Ja(x¡)

Then by (6) we have that this expression is less than or equivalent to

/• ra{x¡)+Mi

E / / \Du\pQ>idjtix))dxmdx'i.
I   J{x¡ : xec,} Ja{x;)

In the same way by the conditions on O and Q this expression is less than
or equivalent to

Y, / / \Du\p<¡>iddS1ix))dxmdx'i.
,    J{x[ : xeQ) Ja(xli)

We use the finite intersection property of the local coordinates and the Tonelli
theorem to get that this expression is less than or equivalent to

/   \Vu\'^(doa(x))dx.

Hence it suffices to prove the one-dimensional inequality above.
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The proof of this depends on the one-dimensional Hardy inequality with

general weights; seeTomaselli [15], Muckenhaupt [11], Maz'ja [10, 1.3], Bradley

[2], and Stredulinsky [14, 1.2.9].
The results are that the inequality

aoo \ 1//» /   /»OO \ 1/p
\u\pvdt)     <C(       \Du\pwdt)

for u absolutely continuous, v > 0 and w > 0, holds for some constant,

C = C(w, v), in two cases.
First, if u(0) = 0, then (7) holds if and only if

a°°       \ xtp Í fs \ x/p'
vdt)     Í /  w-p'lpdt\      <oo.

Second, if lim^œ u(t) = 0, then (7) is true if and only if

ai \xlp f  r°° \ xIp'
vdt)     (/    w-p'lpdt\      <oo.

The constant in (7) can in the respective case be taken as c • B¡, where c is
independent of v and w .

These results are adapted to our situation if v(t) = 0, w(t) = oo, and

u = const for t > M.
Now take an L associated to F¡. Let t be the distance from a point x e L

to the boundary along L. Then, according to Definition 3, dda(x) for x e L
is equivalent to a¡(x¡, t).

From the argument above and the one-dimensional Hardy inequality it fol-

lows that it is enough to prove

sup
0<s<M

a m \ lp / rs \l/p'
4>(a¡(xí. 0) dt J     Í J mai(x¡, t)Yp'ip dtj      < D

for all possible choices of a¡(x'¡), where D is independent of a¡(x'¡) and i.

Now we claim that

(10) fl*/.*W)>*(4(*i,0)
and

(ii) 0(^(0) <o(a,(x,',0).

These inequalities are proved by examining the four different cases.

In the first case <j) is nonincreasing. Then hf^it) = /(0, t). We want to

show that

f(0, t)<äi(x'i,t).

We fix x¡ and change the coordinate system {e¡„}%=x by a unique translation to

{gin}"=x so that (x-, a(x(')) is mapped onto (0,0) in the new coordinates. The
function a¡ is transformed to b¡. But the character of the Hölder-like condition

defining C° > f domains does not change with this change of the coordinates.

Hence we have that

(12) biiy'i) = biiy'i)-biiO)<fi\y'i-0\).
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Now the function a;(x;', t) transforms to ¿>,(0, t), and they are equal by
their definition. We have by (12) and the obvious geometry at hand that

äiix'i, t) = 5,(0, t)> 7(0, t),

and since </> is nonincreasing, we get that

tp(hf,m=<P(7(0,t))><l>(ai(x¡,t)).

In the second case <j) is nondecreasing.  Then h/^it) = t and obviously

t > äiix'i, t), but then </>(i) > «/»(¿/(x,-, t)), since (f> is nondecreasing.
Now (11) follows by symmetry.
From (10), (11), and (4) we get

sup   (fM<p(äi(x'i,t))dt)     ( íi^iaiix'i^^dt)-"'/")
0<s<M \Js J        \Jo )

( fM \ X'p  , fs N 1/p'
<  sup     /    <j>(hfA)dt\        / (<&(///,*))-"/pdt)      <oo.

0<s<M \Js j        \Jo J

This ends the proof of (i).
(ii) First we observe that if u is absolutely continuous along almost all lines

and f\u\pdx +j\Vu\pdx <oc,Xhen ue Wx-P ; see Maz'ja [10, 1.1.3].

We denote max^e£î\n^, <Piddaix)) with qb. First we use (i); then we use a
trivial estimate, and finally we use a Poincaré inequality. The latter is justified

by the facts that Yl is bounded and that u\ac = 0. We have that

/ MWanM) dx<A I   \Vu\p<&(ddÇl(x)) dx + [       \u\p<j>(dda(x)) dx
Ja Ja^r Ja\ajr

<A¡ \Vu\p®(daSi(x))dx+ I \u\p~4>dx
Ja Ja

<a(Í \Vu\p<!>(ddçi(x))dx+ í \Vu\p4>dx].

By the conditions on 0 and O we have that the RHS is less than or equal
to

A I \Vu\p<&(daa(x))dx.
Ja

This ends the proof of (ii).
(iii) It is enough to consider u e Q°(Q), which is dense in the space

W¿'p(Yl, <P(rf9o(x))). Let T be defined as in Definition 1. Then by this defi-
nition YlT c Ylje . Take a cut-off function *¥(t), with ¥ € C°° , *F(i) = 1 for

t < T/2, V(t) = 0 for t > T, and 0 < V(r) < 1. (If T = oo, we make a
limit procedure, this is also done with respect to M¡ if supAf, = oo.) Since

<t>(dda(x)) < A<S>(dda(x)) in Q\Q^, it follows that 4>(dda(x)) < AO(ddil(x))
in (Q-r/2)c from the conditions A • tß(t) ></>{¿t) and O(r) <A-<S>i\t).
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Now by the triangle inequality, (i), the relationship above, and Leibnitz's rule

Up
\u\p(f>(dda(x))dx(L \i/p

\i/p
- (j(V(*n(*))«IWan(*))¿*)

+ Qj(l -^n(*)))"IWan(*))¿*)

<¿(Ja   |V(^n(x))M)rO(¿afi(x))¿x)

+ (| |(1 -^o(*)))"IWan(*))d*)

<Ama\VC¥id9clix))u)\p^iddíiix))dxSj  "

+ (JwQidanixndx)     j

<A(j |VM|'0(rffln(x))dx\  " + (j \u\p<S>(dda(x))dx\

This ends the proof of (iii).
(iv) The functions in Wx 'P(Q) are (possibly after a redefinition on a set of

Lebesgue measure zero) absolutely continuous on almost all line segments in

fi;seeMaz'ja[10, 1.1.3].
It is enough to prove the statement for Wx 'piÇlT\Yle, <P(i/9n(x))), where e

is a small positive number, which we later will let tend to zero. (If T = oo,

we make a limit procedure.) It follows that also in this space the functions are

absolutely continuous along all lines, since 0(rfan(x)) is bounded from below
by a positive constant in Q7-\iQ£. Then define a cut-off function l'(i), just as

in the previous case. We have by the triangle inequality that

(/       \u\p<piddaix))dx)
\JaT\ae J

<([      mdda(x))u\p<p(dda(x))dx)
\JaT\at J

+ ( [       \(1-V(d9a(x)))u\><l>(daa(x))dx)     .
\JaT\ac J

We observe that the second term in the RHS is less than or equal to

Ali     \u[°<t>(deQ(x))dx]     .
\Jn\ac J

Then we estimate the first term of the RHS. This is done by a procedure com-

pletely analogous to the case (i). Note that ^idaaix^u is 0 outside YIt . See
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also case (iii). Then let e tend to zero, and we have the desired result.

This ends the proof of (iv) and so the proof of Theorem 8.

We shall exemplify the results of Theorem 8 with the results for a bounded

open set Yl in R^ of class C°'x, with p > 1 and with weights that are

determined by tf>it) = ta and Oit) = tß . Furthermore, we assume that Yl_£ = Yl

and that M < 1. We observe that for domains of class C°>x , /(0, t) ~ tllx.

It is enough to examine case (i) and (iv). The calculations are only simple
calculus and are omitted.

We have in case (i) that

ß<0, a>Xiß-p),

0<ß<Xip-l),       a>ß-Xp.

This agrees with the exponents arrived at by Kufner (see [8, Theorem 8.4]),

for the type (3) case, i.e., we get Hardy inequalities where he gets imbeddings.
We have in case (iv) that

ß<Xip-l),       a>-X,

X(p-l)<ß<Xp, a>ß-Xp,

Xp<ß, a>ß/X-p.

This agrees with the exponents arrived at by Kufner (see [8, Theorem 8.2])
in the same case.
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